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SUMMARY

Phase II flight testing of curved, segmented approaches using a Microwave Landing
System (MLS) was conducted on a Twin Otter aircraft belonging to the Canadian National
Research Council's Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR). Precision guidance algorithms
were developed for approaches with track angle changes exceeding 180. Software develop-
ment flights focussed on validating these algorithms and enhancing the existing electro-
mechanical flight director to ease the pilot workload in tracking the curved segments. A
limited number of pilot evaluations confirmed that with an enhanced lateral flight director,
these approaches could be flown satisfactorily regardless of the magnitude of the track angle
changes. Observations were made on approach design and wind effects on curved segment
tracking.

RgSUMt

Un Twin Otter de l'Institute de recherche a6rospatiale (IRA) du Conseil national de
recherches a 6t6 utilis6 pour la r6alisation de la deuxi~me phase de l'6valuation en vol
d'approches courbes et segment6es A l'aide d'un syst~me d'atterissage A hyperfr6quences
(MLS). On a 6tabli des algorithmes de guidage de pr6cision pour des approches avec des
6carts d'angle de route d6passant 180. Les vols servant A l'61aboration de logiciel visaient
principalement la validation de ces algorithmes et l'am6lioration du directeur de vol
6lectromdcanique existant en vue de simplifier la charge de travail des pilotes lorsqu'ils
suivent des segments courbes. Un nombre limit6 d'6valuations par les pilotes a confirm6
qu'avec un directeur de vol lat6ral am6lior6, ces approches pourraient &re effectu6es de
faqon satisfaisante ind6pendamment de l'amplitude des 6carts d'angle de route. Des
observations ont 6t6 faites relativement aux configurations d'approche et aux effets du vent
sur le maintien de la route sur des segments courbes.

(iii)
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FLIGHT EVALUATION OF CURVED MLS PRECISION APPROACHES
IN A TWIN OTTER AIRCRAFT - PHASE II

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Early in 1989, an agreement was made between the Transport Canada MLS Project
Office and the Flight Research Laboratory of the Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR)
to conduct an operational research and development program on the Microwave Landing
System (MLS) installed at the Ottawa International Airport. The purpose of this program
is to develop curved, segmented approaches making use of the wide angle MIS signal
coverage available, and to demonstrate the benefits of these approaches to Canadian Air
Traffic Services (ATS) and Air Carrier personnel. Simulations and flight tests of these
approaches have recently been accomplished in other countries, in particular The Nether-
lands (Reference 1) and the United States (Reference 2). This program is meant to
complement ongoing international research and set the stage for collaboration.

The overall Transport Canada/IAR MLS development program will be accomplished
on two different types of aircraft, the Twin Otter and the Falcon 20. The Twin Otter testing
was designed to encompass initial algorithm development as well as initial pilot evaluations
of curved, segmented approaches. The results of this work, including flight director
enhancements and final software configuration, will be transferred to the Falcon 20 for
further development and demonstration to the user community.

To date, two phases of testing have been completed on the IAR Twin Otter aircraft.
The first phase included software development and flight evaluation of curved, segmented
approaches with track angle changes up to 90 degrees. It was flown during the winter of
1989/1990, and reported on in Reference 3. During this phase it was found that lateral
track deviations and pilot workload increased as a function of the magnitude of the
approach track angle change, but this was largely due to lateral flight director limitations
which forced the pilots to fly the approaches using mainly raw data.

1.2 Scope

This paper covers the second phase of testing carried out on the IAR Twin Otter
during the winter of 1990/91. The objectives of this phase were to rewrite the algorithms
for curved, segmented approaches incorporating track angle changes beyond 180 degrees,
to validate these algorithms in flight, and to assess pilot workload and tracking accuracies
for selected approaches using a properly functioning flight director.

It was not the intent of this phase to adjust the gains of the lateral flight director
itself, but rather to make minor changes to the computed inputs to the flight director in
order to permit curved segment tracking.
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2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The MIS installation at the Ottawa International Airport consists of an approach
azimuth transmitter located 933 metres from the departure end of runway 32, on the extend-
ed runway centreline, with a horizontal beam coverage of ± 400 (Figure 1). The MIS
glideslope transmitter is located abeam the aircraft touchdown point on runway 32 (315
metres from the runway threshold) and is offset to the left of the runway by 113 metres.
The MILS is selectable on channel 522 (azimuth frequency of 5037.6 MHz).

Azimuth 40 deg
Transmitter .

RWY 25

Elevation
TransmI t ter "..

Figure 1
MIS Installation at Ottawa International Airport

The IAR Twin Otter, registration C-FPOK, is a Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL)
transport aircraft built by deHavilland of Canada and extensively modified by the IAR.
Onboard computing capability is available in a Digital Equipment Canada (DEC) LSI-1 1/73
computer which provides computations of several aircraft parameters, including angles, rates,
and velocities. Full interaction with the main LSI-11/73 processor is provided by a console
mounted keyboard and plasma display. Sensor outputs and computed parameters are
recorded on a streamer tape data acquisition system; a total of 128 parameters written in
16-bit words can be recorded at rates up to 16 samples per second. The system provided
real-time processing of all MLS data. Diskettes containing the MIS approach constants and
the executable program were loaded into a dual floppy disk unit in the aircraft cabin area.

The Twin Otter was equipped with a Bendix MLS-20A Microwave Landing System.
The digital angular output data of the on-board MIS receiver (azimuth and glideslope
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angles) were transmitted in the ARINC 429 format to the LSI-11/73. Since a Precision
Distance Measuring Equipment (DME/P) receiver was not available, a special Microwave
Transponder (Del Norte 540) was used for distance information. A remote transponder co-
located with the MLS azimuth transmitter was interrogated by the Del Norte 540 Master
Transponder onboard the aircraft. This provided a distance measurement which was at least
as accurate as that of a DME/P, and in conjunction with the MIS azimuth and glideslope
angles, was used to calculate the current aircraft position.

In evaluating the curved MLS approaches, a Collins FD-109H Integrated Flight
System was used by the pilots. This system consisted of an electro-mechancal Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI), and was modified to
accept computed signals from the LSI-11/73. These signals included cross track deviation
(CTD) and vertical track deviation (VTD) as well as course and bearing information. The
data flow to the pilot's Integrated Flight System is shown in Figure 2. The digital CTD and
VTD signals were converted to analogue and sent to the appropriate symbols on both the
HSI and ADI. The VTD signal was also sent to the Flight Director Computer (FDC) for
processing into pitch command bar indications, employing the standard gains of the Collins
system. The CTD signal was augmented by a bank angle bias signal for the curved
segments, becoming what was termed the Flight Director Roll (FDR) signal prior to being
sent to the FDC for processing into roll bar commands. In this way, the appropriate bank
angle command was provided for curved segments (based on the programmed radius of
turn), as well as straight segments.

MSAzimuth angle APPDEF
MLR Elevation angle APPMON

RECEIVERFlags oftware

LSl 11/73
Distance toAzmutBearing to T/D

DN 540 ApproachDN 40FDR Course

E FLIGHT

DIRECTOR VTD
COMPUTER -

COMMAND Roll command I " HSI
BARS Pitch command VT,

- VTD I
ADI CTD

Figure 2
Data Flow to the Pilot's Integrated Flight System
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The function of the HSI heading marker during the approaches was changed to
indicate the bearing to the aircraft touchdown point on the runway. This modification was
meant to provide the pilot with a sense of orientation for approaches highly offset from the
runway centreline. The HSI course arrow and window presentations were also modified to
automatically display the required approach course for both straight and curved segments.
This kept the approach course updated (course arrow approximately vertical) while flying
the curved segments.

3.0 GUIDANCE COMPUTATIONS

iiiP..Ai rcr af t

position
(x@.y,.z8)

/""Y

EL TX/

/Y/

AZ TX - -Runway /-------------.---- -------------------------------------------------

/ DT/D point (origin)

Figure 3

MLS Parameter Symbology

3.1 Aircraft Position

Using the symbology shown in Figure 3, the aircraft position coordinates xa, y,, and
Za (referenced to the touchdown point as the origin) are calculated as a function of the MLS
parameters and slant range distance using the following equations:

Xa. -Dcos 2 8 + VD2 sin48-sin28 (yo2_2yop sin4+p 2+D2) +p2 COS 2* (1)
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Ya" psin* (2) Za -tans VXa2 + (ya-Yo)2 (3)

where * is the MLS azimuth angle (* =0 in the xz plane), 6 is the MLS elevation angle
(6 = 0 in the xy plane), p is the line of sight distance to the MLS azimuth transmitter, D is
the distance between the MLS azimuth transmitter and the touchdown point, and y0 is the
lateral offset of the elevation transmitter from the runway centreline. For the installation
at Ottawa, D = 3575m and Yo = -113m.

The assumptions made for the above equations are that the azimuth transmitter,
elevation transmitter, and runway touchdown point are all in the same plane, and that the
aircraft remains on the approach side of the azimuth transmitter.

3.2 Approach Variables and Deviations

By definition, the general approach track (Figure 4) consists of alternating straight
and curved segments, each segment (i) starting at its own waypoint defined by coordinates
(xi, Yi, zi). Segments are numbered beginning with the final approach straight segment
(number 1), and proceeding backwards along the approach. The touchdown point is reter-
red to as waypoint 0 (x0 =y 0 =z 0 =0).

;Y

R U N AY WPT 1

WT2
WPT (I-1) WPT I

(Xi'YI .Zi

Figure 4
General Approach Definition
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Various segment parameters are defined or calculated for both straight and curved
segments. Distance di represents the length of straight segment (i) or the arc length of
curved segment (i); I-i is the glideslope of the (i)th segment; v i is the track angle of the (i)th
straight segment referenced to the runway centreline; and v ci is the track angle change of
the (i)th curved segment. Additional parameters defined for curved segment (i) are the
radius of turn ri, the xy coordinates of the circle center xc1 and yc1, and the direction of turn
parameter Ii (+ 1 for a right turn, and -1 for a left turn).

The lateral difference between the position of the aircraft and the approach track,
or CTD, is calculated by comparing the current aircraft position coordinates (Xa, Ya, Za), as
determined in equations (1), (2), and (3), to the appropriate parameters of the segment
being flown. For straight segment (i), CTD is calculated as follows:

CTD- (Xa-Xi_ ) sinvi + (ya-yi_1 ) COSVi (4)

and for curved segment (i):

CTD- Ii [ ri - V(Xa-XCi) 2 + (yayCi) 2 (5)

where subscript (i-I) refers to the subsequent segment data. The difference between the
position of the aircraft and the approach track in the vertical plane, or VTD, is calculated
as follows for either straight or circular segment (i):

VTD - z a- (Zi I + V(Xa-Xi_1) 2_ (ya3_yi_l) 2_ CTD2 tan I )  6

The distance remaining between the aircraft and the touchdown point along the
remaining approach segments is defined as the along track distance (ATD). This parameter
must be continuously computed in order to determine the appropriate segment for CTD and
VTD calculations. For straight segment (i), ATD is calculated as follows:

i-1 _

ATD =Y d ± aXi X ) 2 +(yayi) 2  CTD2  (7)
j-1

For curved segment (i), ATD is given by:

i-1
ATD- j dj+ (di-rjivAji-'r/i80)

j-1 (xa-xcj)
vA 1 - -Vi.+ arctan (y"-yc1 )

where vA, is the angle (along track direction change) turned through by the aircraft on
curved segment (i), and subscript (i + 1) refers to previous straight segment data. Segment
switching is accomplished at or abeam each waypoint by comparing the aircraft ATD to the
segment parameters defining the approach.
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4.0 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The airborne computer program written for the MLS project was an extension of the
earlier Twin Otter program used for atmospheric research. The MLS approach monitor
(APPMON) program, the source of the computations described above, was written in the
Fortran IV language for ease in handling the algebraic functions. An off-line program
labelled APPDEF (approach definition) was also created in Fortran IV to generate the
dataset containing the various approach parameters.

The APPMON program monitored the progress of the aircraft along a pre-selected
approach path and computed the deviations and other approach variables sent to the pilot's
Integrated Flight System as shown in Figure 2. The subroutine was entered by calling up
the two digit number of the desired approach on the keyboard. This activated a search for
the appropriate dataset on the directory of a diskette which had been generated using the
APPDEF program and loaded into one of the aircraft disk drives. A successful read
resulted in transfer of the dataset to the main memory, and transfer of control to the
computational portion of the APPMON subroutine. Computations continued throughout
the approach until the aircraft passed the touchdown point, or the co-pilot cancelled the
approach on the keyboard.

5.0 APPROACHES FLOWN

The approaches flown during Phase II of the Twin Otter program are depicted in
Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows three approaches with three segments each, offset to the
left of the runway centreline with track angle changes of 90, 135, and 180 degrees. These
approaches were chosen as operationally beneficial in allowing an aircraft to arrive from
points west of Ottawa and fly a curved precision approach to runway 32 without the need
for radar vectoring to a long final straight in approach. The final segment for the 90 degree
curved approach was 2.0 nautical miles (nm) in length, while the final segments for the 135
and 180 degree approaches were 3.0 nm long. This distance was chosen not because of
minimum final segment length criteria, but simply to keep the approach intercept points
inside the MLS azimuth coverage area (_+400) shown in Figure 5. All of the curved
segments had a 1.0 nm radius of turn, designed so that the Twin Otter approach speed of
about 100 knots would result in a bank angle of less than 100 (no wind). Since the flight
evaluations concentrated primarily on variations in the horizontal geometry of the approach,
the glideslopes were set at 3.00.

Figure 6 shows a seven segment approa .h with a total track angle change of 225
degrees. This approach was designed primarily to demonstrate the versatility of the
APPMON software and to assess the effect of flying relatively short curved segments as
opposed to a long continuous turn. The final segment length was 3.0 nm, again required to
maintain the initial approach segments within the azimuth coverage area.
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Runway 32 Y - thousands of meters

90 dearee offset

MLS 40 deg
azimuth 10dge ffe

X~~~~~ 8 dere thuonsofmtes13segetofe

X t a n Thref e Segen Ofse Appereohe

Y - thousands of meters

Runway 32

MLS 40 dog
azimuth

....... ................225....de....ree lefte .. rleovverea ......................... .........

X - thousands of meters

0 2 468

Figure 6
Seven Segment Approach
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6.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

In order to ensure proper implementation of the various equations used to calculate
the real time values of CTD, VTD, and ATD (described in section 3.0), several changes had
to be made to the APPMON software previously used for Phase I. Major changes included
the following:

a. redefinition of segment switching algorithms;
b. changes to both azimuth and elevation deviation sensitivities;
c. a change to the lateral flight director gain; and
d. addition of turn and rollout anticipation cuing blended in to the lateral flight

director.

These changes were made over a two month period during November and December 1990,
and required ten flights for validation during this period.

6.1 Segment Switching

iy¥

Runway WPT 1 X

WPT........ Segment switching line
defined by:

(x ax i_1)+(y 1-i1yaltanyi- 0

.... WPT

Figure 7
Segment Switching Abeam Waypoints

Switching from straight segment (i) to curved segment (i-I) was enabled when the
aircraft passed abeam the waypoint (Figure 7) defining the start of the curved segment. The
following expression defined a sign (+ 1 or -1) on either side of the segment switching line:

sI (X-Xi ) + (yi-1-y) tanv isi gn - ,-xaxi-.,) + (y,-,-Ya,) tanv i (9)
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The sign of this unitary quantity changed from positive to negative when passing abeam the
end of a straight segment (i) where the track angle v i was in the range -90' < v < 900. The
result of equation (9) determined the sign of the square root portion of equation (7). With
a change from positive to negative, the aircraft distance to go to touchdown (ATD) became
less than the distance to go from the (i-1) waypoint. The actual switch to the (i-1) curved
segment was made on the basis of this decrease in ATD. For 90'< v j< 180 or -180'< v i<
-90', equation (9) for "sign" was multiplied by -1 and implemented in a similar manner. For
special cases v = 90' or v = -90, the following equations were used:

sign- for v 1 -90 0 ;
(Ya-i-Y) .0 (10)

sign- (Yyi-) for vi -9o

Switching from curved segments (i) to straight segments (i-1) was based on the
calculation of the aircraft track angle change v A and distance ATD from equation (8).
Corrections were made in the software to account for the orientation of the previous straight
segment track angle v i+j,1 the direction of turn on the curved segment, and the angular
discontinuity at ± 1800 as a result of the arctangent function of equation (8).

6.2 Deviation Sensitivities

Azimuth and elevation deviation sensitivities were changed from those used during
Phase I to values identical to those defined by the RTCA (Radio Technical Commission for
Aeronautics) document DO-198 for Level III procedures, as detailed in Reference 4. The
full scale deflection limits for the CTD display on the aircraft HSI (shown in Figure 8) were
set as follows:

a. ±350 feet from touchdown point to ATD = 6080 feet (1 nm);
b. splay angle of +30 for 6080 feet < ATD < 28,023 feet (4.6 nm); and
c. ± 1500 feet for ATD > 28,023 feet.

The full scale deflection limits for the VTD display on the aircraft HSI and ADI (also shown
in Figure 8) were set as follows:

a. ±50 feet from touchdown to ATD = 3816 feet (.6 nm);
b. splay angle of ±0.750 for 3816 feet < ATD < 19,094 feet (3.1 nm); and
c. ± 250 feet for ATD > 19,094 feet.

The resolution of the CID data met the minimum specification of Reference 4, with
a setting of ± 1/256th of full scale HSI deflection updated at 8 Hz. The VTD resolution was
double the Reference 4 specification, with a setting of ± 1/512th of full scale ADI/HSI
deflection updated at 8 Hz.
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CTD Limits VTD Limits
/.."10250 5t

75 deg
......1 " g oo ft50 It ..

Runway 1360 1t 3 deg glideslope

EZZ~ Runway:
1 nm 4.6 nm .6 nm 3.1 nm

Figure 8
CTD and VTD Full Scale Deflection Limits

6.3 Lateral Flight Director

During Phase I testing the FD-109 lateral flight director was not used to advantage
due to an internal problem with the flight director computer which could not be addressed
during the actual test program. Following this program, the FDC was sent back to the
manufacturer for overhaul. Its performance during the Phase II development flights was
good, but some changes were made to the lateral deviation input signal to the flight director
to enhance the pilot's ability to fly the curved segments. These changes included gain
adjustments and turn and rollout anticipation.

The lateral deviation input signal (FDR as discussed in section 2.0) to the flight
director was the sum of contributions from both CTD and CTDBLs according to the
following equation:

FDR - ( G, x CD x GAZ) + ( G2 x CTDBIAS)

where G1 and G2 are gains, and G is the azimuth scaling factor required to achieve the
sensitivities described in section 6.2.

CTDBAS was an additional deviation input required to command the correct bank
angle (00) on a curved segment for zero CTD. CTDBIAs was programmed as a direct
function of 0 , and 0 was calculated from the existing groundspeed (VG) and other curved
segment parameters as follows:

CTDBIAS -- G3 X *o" lIxarctangr (12)
gri

where G 3 is a gain, and "g!" is the acceleration due to gravity.
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During the Phase II development flights, the gain G, of equation (11) was increased
to provide tighter approach tracking as a function of CTD. The intent was to reduce the
magnitude of approach track deviations without significantly affecting pilot workload, while
retaining sufficient flight director authority to command the required curved segment bank
angle 0. Gains G2 and G 3 were not altered, having been optimized during Phase I.

Turn and rollout anticipation cues were provided on the lateral flight director by
blending in the bank angle as shown in Figure 9. During the last three seconds of a straight
segment (i), equivalent to a distance of 3VG , the zero CID commanded bank angle was
introduced in a linear fashion, reaching a value of 0 at the beginning of the curved segment
(i-1). During the curved segment, the calculated value of o0 (proportional to changes in
groundspeed) was displayed on the flight director roll bars. During the last three seconds
of the curved segment, the zero CTD commanded bank angle decreased to zero for the
beginning of the next straight segment.

TUR RLLOUT

-o
k. 3VG 13V

ItI

8tralght segment (I) Curved segment (I-1) Straight segment

Figure 9
Turn and Rollout Anticipation Mechanization

7.0 PILOT EVALUATION FLIGHTS

Following the software development flights, three test pilots evaluated several
approaches each during the month of January 1991. The purpose of these flights was to
assess the workload and tracking accuracy encountered while flying various curved
approaches, including those shown in Figures 5 and 6. All the pilots had some experience
in flying the curved, segmented approaches of Phase I. The author acted as the safety pilot
in the co-pilot's seat for the evaluation flights. All approaches were flown to category I
minimums on instruments only (visual weather conditions) using full flight director
assistance. A short questionnaire was completed by the evaluation pilot after the execution
of each approach. Time histories of the approach parameters were recorded on the Twin
Otter streamer tape.
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7.1 Approach Segment Tracking

Figure 10 shows the tracking accuracy which could be obtained in a relatively light
wind situation. During this 1800 offset approach, the average wind was from 260 magnetic
at 12 knots. This produced a maximum left crosswind component at a point about two
thirds of the way through the curved segment. A slight deviation to the right of track
resulted, but reached a maximum of only 200 feet and was easily compensated for within
the authority of the lateral flight director.

Y - thousands of meters
............................................................................................................................................. .................................... .

Runway 32

-- 0

......................................................................................... %..................
approach design track

------- - ---------. aircraft track
. .................................................................................................................................................. .............................. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . -o .- m 2

MLS 40 deog
azimuth

-3

.......................................... |.. .................................................................................................................................... 
- 4

X - thousands of meters
III - 1-

0 2 4 6 8

Figure 10
1800 Offset Approach, Flight 10

For approaches made in light wind conditions, the behaviour of the flight director
was excellent on both straight and curved segments. Turn anticipation cuing worked very
well in helping the pilot to establish the correct bank angle at the beginning of the curved
segment. Rollout anticipation cuing decreased the commanded bank angle but tended to
overshoot briefly in the opposite direction, resulting in some overcontrolling of the aircraft
if followed too closely. This was a minor annoyance to the pilots, and should be corrected
prior to the next phase of testing by incorporating a gentler washout mechanization for the
rollout cues.

Several approaches were flown in conditions of moderate to strong winds. Figure 11
depicts another 180" offset approach flown in wind speeds of 25 to 30 knots from a direction
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of 250' magnetic. The aircraft track diverged slightly to the outside of the approach design
track during the first third of the 1800 turn, but the lateral deviation input signal FDR as
defined in equation (11) remained within the authority of the flight director (a maximum
of about 150 bank angle on a precision approach). At the point of maximum tailwind
component, a bank angle o0 of over 120 was required due to the increased groundspeed V6 .
The combination of 0 0 plus the additional left bank required to correct back to the approach
track slightly exceeded the lateral flight director authority during the second third of the
turn. This resulted in a further deviation from the approach track to a maximum CTD of
about 530 feet. As the groundspeed decreased during the second half of the turn, the
corresponding decrease in 0 allowed additional flight director authority to correct back to
the approach track.
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Figure 11
1800 Offset Approach, Flight 12

The pilot followed the flight director precisely during the above approach without
making corrections using raw data. This was the easiest way to fly this type of approach,
and resulted in CID's well within approach tolerances even with strong winds; a CUD of
530 feet was equivalent to about 40 percent of HSI full scale deflection to the right at an
ATD of about 4.25 nm. Although satisfactory to the pilots, the performance of the lateral
flight director could be improved by any of the following four methods:

a. adjusting the gains G1, G2, and G3 applied to the computed parameters of
equations (11) and (12);
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b. adding an integral wind correction term to the flight director;
c. increasing the bank angle authority of the flight director to beyond the

customary 150 limit for a precision approach; or
d. widening the design radius of turn for the curved segments.

Option a. above represents the simplest method of improving curved segment
tracking capability, and would require additional flight tests to optimize the lateral flight
director. Options b. and c. would require changes to the flight director itself, rather than
just the lateral deviation input signal (FDR). Option d. would have the disadvantage of
lengthening the final straight segment to keep the approach track within the ± 400 azimuth
coverage area. The point to be made here is that the relative changes in the wind direction
experienced during a curved approach need to be taken into consideration in the design of
a flight director adequate for the tracking task.

Curved segment tracking performance improved during approaches where a large
track angle change (above 1800) was divided into shorter curved segments separated by
straight segments. Figure 12 shows a 225' seven segment approach flown on the same flight
as the approach shown in Figure 11. Full lateral flight director authority was available
during the intermediate straight segments to correct any deviations developed during the
curved segments. Although the approach involved several turns, the maximum CTD was only
180 feet.
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Figure 12
2250 Seven Segment Approach, Flight 12
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As evidenced by the approach tracking histories in Figures 10, 11 and 12, the rollout
on the final straight segment during the evaluation flights was always very close to the
approach track, and did not show imuch dependence on the track angle change of the
previous curved segment. For the Twin Otter aircraft, the minimum length of the final
segment could be much less than the 3.0 nm for the approaches shown. This length would
be dependent on the approach geometry, the MLS azimuth coverage area, and the minimum
desired maneuvring altitude for the turn onto final. From the results of this evaluation,
tracking performance would not be a factor in determining the minimum length of the final
segment.

The flight director pitch axis worked well throughout the evaluations, and glideslope
tracking was well within acceptable limits for all approaches. The glideslope intercept point
occurred on a straight segment for most approaches, but was also programmed to take place
on a curved segment for some approaches, including the 1800 offsets shown in Figures 10
and 11. The pilots did not state a preference for either method, as long as lateral segment
tracking was well established prior to glideslope intercept. This is contrary to the findings
of Reference 1, which discouraged glideslope intercepts on curved segments. The difference
in this evaluation, however, was the low pilot workload required for lateral tracking of
curved segments with a good flight director, and the additional time available to recognize
and intercept the glideslope.

7.2 Approach Track Deviations and Pilot Workload

The maximum CTD's experienced during each approach were determined from the
recorded parameters and averaged for similar approaches flown by the different pilots.
These data were plotted along with the corresponding average pilot ratings as a function of
the approach track angle changes. The results are shown in Figure 13.

Despite the limited data obtained from only three pilots, the workload ratings were
very consistent. Figure 13 shows the average workload to fall within the "satisfactory"
category for all approaches flown from 900 offset to 225' seven segment approaches. With
a fully functional lateral flight director, modified as described in section 6.3, the magnitude
of the track angle change did not influence the pilot's ability to fly the approach. The pilot
simply flew the aircraft in accordance with the commands generated by the flight director
while monitoring the raw deviation data on the aircraft HSI. This result was markedly
different from the results of Phase I testing, where the lack of a properly functioning flight
director precluded satisfactory lateral tracking of curved segments beyond about 60' of track
angle change.

The maximum CTD's, averaged over the evaluation flights, are also shown in Figure
13. The largest deviations of about 500 feet occurred during the 1800 left offset approaches,
and were mainly due to the wind effects discussed in section 7.1. The lower average CTD's
associated with the seven segment approaches are also consistent with the discussions in
section 7.1.
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Figure 13
Pilot Rating and Maximum CTD versus Track Angle Change

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

Twin Otter Phase II MLS testing successfully demonstrated curved precision
approaches of up to seven segments and 2250 track angle changes. Changes made to the
aircraft integrated flight system and lateral flight director between Phase I and II tests
worked well in reducing the pilot workload required to accurately fly these approaches.
Evaluations performed by three test pilots gave limited but consistent data; the following
specific conclusions are based on these evaluations:

a. Curved approaches could be flown very accurately in light wind conditions,
with the only minor problem being the mechanization of the rollout anticip-
ation cuing;

b. In moderate to strong wind conditions, the relative changes in the wind
direction experienced during a curved approach significantly affected the
performance of the lateral flight director;

c. The effect of strong winds on the lateral flight director was less for
approaches with several short curved segments than for approaches with
longer curved segments;
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d. With the enhanced lateral flight director, the accuracy of the rollout onto the
final straight segment was essentially independent of the magnitude of the
track angle change of the previous curved segment;

e. Glideslope interception during a curved segment was acceptable to the pilots,
as long as lateral segment tracking was well established prior to intercept;

f. With the enhanced lateral flight director, the pilots rated the workload in
flying the approaches as satisfactory regardless of the magnitude of the track
angle changes.

Additional research would be beneficial in the areas of curved approach design and
lateral flight director optimization; the IAR Twin Otter remains an excellent testbed for
this type of work.
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